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Abstract

In the present letter, we investigate the ground state wave function for an explicit

model of electrons in an external magnetic field with specific inter-particle interactions.

The excitation states of this model are also given.
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The discovery of the fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) [1] has stimulated exten-

sive studies on the two dimensional quantum many-electron system in strong magnetic

field. A considerable progress [2] has been made in understanding that the FQHE is es-

sentially based on the Laughlin's picture of the incompressible two-dimensional quantum

fluid, which exhibits an energy gap [3].

The purpose of the present letter is to determine the wave functions of a Hamiltonian

model involving, in addition to the quasi-canonical momentum term, the specified inter-

actions between the electrons. We also derive its excitation wave functions.

To begin, let us consider a system of interacting electrons moving in a plane and

subjected to a perpendicular uniform magnetic field B. In the appropriately chosen

system of units (c = ft = m = e = l,B = 2) and symmetric gauge A = ^(—y,x), the

quantum mechanical Hamiltonian of this system can be written as [4]

H = E f = i ( - ^ + Zidi - m + ZiZi)

^i@-?)-£($ + !)) (1)

where z* denotes the 2-th position of electron, Zij = zi — Zj, di = •£- and r\ is an odd integer

value. In Eq.(l), the first term represents the quasi-canonical momentum n = P — A, the

second term describes the two-body interaction between the electrons, and the third term

corresponds to the three-body interactions. Note that, these interactions can be seen like

a gauge potential.

a, = §(-2$ + *-2?*:&,£),

It is convenient to define the creation and annihilation operators af and a* as follows

(2)
-r *i — *"i L^j^i jr. )•,

which satisfy the commutation relations



We ignore the term 52&i 8{zi ~ Zj), which comes from the action of the operator <% on

Hj^i -~.i since it doesn't influence on the derivation of the wave functions.

In terms of the creation and annihilation operators, the Hamiltonian Eq.(l) takes the

following form
N

±1 — > i a • di -p o,i a • i. 141

Now let us return to investigate the ground state of this Hamiltonian. For this, we

solve the following equation of the i-th electron, namely

Oii/>i = 0 (5)

which leads to
TV ,

(6)

After some elementary manipulations, we find

N j

(7)

where /(z*) is an arbitrary holomorphic function on z. Therefore, the system under

consideration has many ground states which differ one of other by a given f(zi) function.

Now for N electrons, we can define the total ground state by the product of iV-copies of

one-electron ground state, such as

^ = n & - ZJ)V e x p ( \

From the latter equation, it is easy to see that when the function f(2i) is assumed to

be constant, we recover the famous Laughlin wave function, namely

*-«O*exp(-i$>*) (9)

which describes very accurately the ground state corresponding to the filling factor u = ^

(77 odd integer value) characterizing the fractional quantum Hall effect.



Having obtained the ground state wave functions, let us derive the corresponding

excitation states. We recall that these states are built by the action of a~l creation

operators on the ground state wave functions Eq.(9)

<f>k,v = (atWv (10)

where k = 1,2, ...,N.

From Eq.(9) and with the help of the formula defining a£ operator, we obtain for the

first excitation state the following expression

N 1

4>k,r, = (zk~vJ2— Mr (n)
l?k Zkl

At this step we would like to note that we can obtain the excitation state corresponding

to N electrons. In this case, we define the total excitation state by the product of iV-copies

of one electron excitation state

^fl^-^E^-Mr (12)
fc=i i^kZkl

In this short letter, we have investigated the ground state of a system of electrons

described by a Hamiltonian including the electrons subject to a strong perpendicular

magnetic field supplemented by two-body and three-body interactions. In a particular

case, we show that our ground states correspond to the Laughlin state which are nothing

but a ground state wave function of the fractional quantum Hall effect at the filling factor

v = -. We have also derived the excitation wave functions corresponding to the model

under consideration.
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